
The Collection #136 ENG

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1488 
(Eline’s Mole), COL1489 
(Eline’s Hamster), COL1544 
(Paper Craft Accessories by 
Marleen), Craftables: CR1605 
(Text Labels), Creatables: 
LR0781 (Layout 4 Squares), 
Florence card: glacier (046), 
sapphire (050), Card: 3 

shades of brown, pale light blue, Rhinestones: CA3156 (light 
pink), CA3157 (light blue), CA3158 (mint), CA3161 (pinetree 
green), CA3163 (ice blue) 

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1408 
(Eline’s Horse & Unicorn), 
COL1543 (Sun & Clouds 
by Marleen), Craftables: 
CR1560 (Van Harte Cirkel 
by Marleen), CR1597 
(Basic Circles by Marleen), 
Decoupage sheet: AK0093 
(Eline’s Backgrounds Pastel 
Rainbow), Florence card: 
hyacinth (034), glacier 
(046), Pearl paper: CA3166 

(white), Snow paper: CA3181 (glitter), Vellum: CA3186 

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all projects:
Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1166 (Kleurige Groetjes), Stamping ink Archival: jet black, Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9188 (Over the Rainbow by Marleen), Florence card: lilac (033), river (048), black (096), kraft light 
(099), Card: white, Craft tape: LR0014 (double-sided), Enamel dots: PL4532 (Over the Rainbow), Gel pen: white, Colouring pencil: 
pink, Metallic paper: CA3171 (gold), Adhesive flat-backed pearls: CA3132 (white), Rhinestones: CA3164 (lilac) 

General instructions
- Colour the cheeks of the animals (and sometimes the sun too) with the pink colouring pencil and place a white dot in their eyes 

and on their nose with a white gel pen. 
- Die cut a banner, stamp a text and adhere (but not for the card with the unicorn). 
- Complete the card with a few enamel dots, adhesive pearls and rhinestones.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm top-fold card from kraft. 
Cut design paper into four 6 x 6 cm squares and adhere to 
the card. Die cut the layout from white card and adhere with 
3D-tape. 
Die cut the mole, hamster and all craft supplies, adhere together 
and to the card. 
Follow the general instructions.

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm white top-fold card. 
Cut 14.5 x 10 cm kraft and 14 x 9.5 cm design paper and cut/
tear a 15 x approximately 4 cm strip of design paper. Adhere the 
layers together to the card. 
Die cut the sun and clouds. Die cut the 10.5 cm Ø circle from 
glacier, the text circle from white card and use the 9.2 cm Ø to 
die cut the image from the decoupage sheet. 
Adhere the image to the white text circle and then with 3D-tape 
to the blue circle and finally with 3D-tape to the card. 
Cut out two more clouds and adhere to the bottom of the card as 
per example given. Die cut a unicorn, adhere together and to the 
card. 
Follow the general instructions.



Extra for the painting with 
easel:
Collectables: COL1542 
(Eline’s Animals Chameleon), 
Craftables: CR1605 (Text 
Labels), CR1654 (Painter’s 
Easel), Creatables: LR0794 
(Little Jungle Leaves), 
LR0841 (Scalloped 
Rectangles), LR0843 (Sweet 
Heart Sprig), Crafters 

cardboard: CA3115 (bruin), Florence card: hyacinth (034), 
sapphire (050), emerald (058), broccoli (077)

Extra for the palette:
Collectables: COL1508 
(Bagtopper XOXO by Marleen 
– used for the gold-coloured 
swirls), COL1542 (Eline’s 
Animals Chameleon), 
Craftables: CR1605 (Text 
Labels), Creatables: 

LR0837 (Jolly Christmas Doily – used for pointy circle behind 
chameleon), Craft stencil: PS8156 (Palette), Florence card: 
hyacinth (034), sapphire (050), emerald (058), broccoli (077), 
Card: light brown kraft, Rhinestones: CA3156 (light pink), 
CA3157 (light blue), CA3158 (mint), CA3161 (pinetree green), 
CA3163 (ice blue)

Die cut the painter’s easel and the canvas holder. 
Die cut two blue scalloped rectangles. Score a vertical line at 2 
cm in from the side on one of the rectangles. Fold over the small 
strip and adhere it to the other rectangle, creating a single-fold 
card. 
Cut 12.2 x 8.4 cm sapphire card and adhere. 
Die cut the straight rectangle (LR0841) from design paper. 
Die cut the twig and chameleon, adhere together and to the 
card. 
Die cut different leaves and adhere. 
Follow the general instructions.

Draw the outermost lines of the palette onto white card. 
For a standing palette card: cut the palette 2x, 1x the normal 
way and 1x in mirror image. Cut them out. 
Take the one in mirror image (the back flap of the card) and 
score a horizontal line at 2 cm down from the top, fold over and 
adhere the glue strip to the other palette. Cut a straight line 
at the bottom of the second flap for the card to stand without 
wobbling. Use the inner lines of the stencil for decoration 
purposes. Draw around them on the reverse side of (design)
paper. Do not forget to turn the stencil over to avoid drawing a 
mirrored image. 
Cut small smudges from plain paper and adhere near the circles 
of the same colours. 
Die cut the swirls (COL1508) from gold-coloured paper and 
adhere. 
Die cut the pointy circle (LR0837) from design paper and adhere. 
Die cut the chameleon and brushes, adhere together and to the 
card. 
Follow the general instructions.

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1504 
(Flowers by Marleen), 
COL1516 (Eline’s Happy 
Hedgehog), COL1543 (Sun & 
Clouds by Marleen), COL1544 
(Paper Craft Accessories 
by Marleen), Craftables: 
CR1537 (Slimline Frames), 

CR1605 (Text Labels), CR1647 (Elegant Tag), Decoupage sheet: 
AK0093 (Eline’s Backgrounds Pastel Rainbow), Florence card: 
glacier (046), sapphire (050), emerald (058), Card: 2 shades of 
brown, Snow paper: CA3181 (glitter), Vellum: CA3186, Hemp 
cord, Lace

Cut a 21 x 9.2 cm white top-fold card. Die cut the tag from design 
paper and the reinforcement strip from plain blue paper. Adhere 
over the top, thread lace through the hole and tie rope around 
it. Die cut the sun and clouds and adhere. Adhere the tag behind 
the card as per example given. Die cut the scalloped Slimline 
frame from lilac and use the rectangle to cut out an image of the 
decoupage sheet. Adhere together and with 3D-tape to the card, 
partly overlapping the tag. Die cut the hedgehog and painter’s 
outfit, adhere together and to the card. Die cut the painter’s 
easel, the painting and the painting supplies. Adhere together 
and to the card. Cut design paper into the shape of a smudge and 
adhere to the blank canvas. Complete the card with small white 
flowers and follow the general instructions.



Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1654 (Painter’s 
Easel), Creatables: LR0760 
(Art Supplies), LR0857 
(Tiny’s Paint Tube), Stamps: 
TC0923 (Tiny’s Border - Paint 
Tubes), Distress ink: gathered 
twigs, hickory smoke, 
Stamping paper: white

Cut watercolor paper into an 8.5 x 19 cm rectangle. Colour in and 
stamp the card as per example given. Then adhere to 9 x 19.5 cm 
design paper and a 10.5 x 21 cm white single-fold card. 
Die cut the painter’s easel, the tubes and brushes from stamping 
paper and colour in with distress ink as follows: 
- the painter’s easel with gathered twigs.
- the tubes with hickory smoke, fossilized amber and spun 

sugar.
- the brushes with gathered twigs, hickory smoke, spun sugar 

or fossilized amber.
Stamp the paint tubes onto 6.5 x 6.5 cm watercolor paper and 
colour in partly. 
Adhere all part to the card.

Extra for this card:
Creatables: LR0856 (Tiny’s 
Butterfly 2), Soft glitter 
paper: CA3144 (platinum), 
Stamping paper: white, 
Pencil

Cut watercolor paper into an 11 x 11 cm square. Colour in and 
stamp the card as per example given. Then adhere to 11.5 x 11.5 
cm design paper and a 14.5 x 14.5 cm white single-fold card. 
Cut design paper into two 1 x 13.5 cm strips and one of 1 x 12 cm 
and adhere. 
Die cut the butterfly from watercolour paper. Die cut the body 
also from soft glitter paper. Lay the butterfly die on to stamping 
paper, trace in pencil and cut out without the antennae. Colour 
the wings with distress ink fossilized amber and en spun sugar. 
Adhere the butterflies together and then to the card.

Sigrid Klingenberg 
sigridklingenberg.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards: 
Die cut and embossing machine, Tiny’s Art stamps: TC0922 (Splatters), Text stamps: CS1166 (Kleurige Groetjes), Stamp master 
advanced: LR0029, Distress ink: fossilized amber, spun sugar, tumbled glass, Stamping ink Versafine: black, Pretty Papers design 
paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9188 (Over the Rainbow by Marleen), Card: white, Watercolor paper, Acrylic paint: black and white, 
Craft sheet A4: LR0040, Brush 

General instructions:
Cut watercolor paper into a square/rectangle and colour the paper in with streaks, using with water-diluted distress ink tumbled 
glass. Let it dry. Then stamp the splatters in the same colour. Let it dry again. Apply a little black and white acrylic paint to a craft 
sheet and dilute with a little water. Use a fan brush to make black and white splashes. Let it dry. 
Then stamp the text in black.

Extra for this card: 
Creatables: LR0760 (Art 
Supplies), LR0803 (Teapot & 
Glass),  
LR0857 (Tiny’s Paint Tubes), 
Distress ink: gathered twigs, 
hickory smoke, Stamping 

paper

Cut watercolor paper into a 13 x 8.5 cm rectangle. Colour in and 
stamp the card as per example given. Adhere the card to 13.5 x 
9 cm design paper and then to a 15 x 10.5 cm white single-fold 
card. 
Die cut all parts from stamping paper. Cut off the ear of the 
glass. Colour in with the following colours of distress ink: 
- the glass with fossilized amber and spun sugar.
- the brushes with gathered twigs, hickory smoke and 

fossilized amber or spun sugar.
- the tubes with hickory smoke, fossilized amber or spun 

sugar. 



Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1653 (Shaker 
Flower – 65 mm), Creatables: 
LR0856 (Tiny’s Butterfly 
2), Text stamps: CS1156 
(Dierengroetjes), Decoupage 
sheet: EWK1299 (Sensibility 
Circles), Snow paper-A4: 
CA3181 (glitter), Enamel 
dots: PL4520 (snowflakes), 

Shakables: LR0061 (Happy Rainbow)

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1653 
(Shaker Flower – 65 mm), 
Creatables: LR0782 (Layout 
4 Circles), LR0855 (Tiny’s 
Butterfly 1), LR0856 (Tiny’s 
Butterfly 2), Text stamps: 
CS1136 (Lang zal je leven), 
Decoupage sheet: EWK1285 
(Gorgeous Paintings), Pretty 

Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7066 (Eline’s 
Whitewash), Soft glitterpapier: CA3146 (blue), Enamel dots: 
PL4526 (light blue glitter)

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1653 (Shaker 
Flower – 65 mm Ø), CR1654 
(Painter’s Easel), Creatables: 
LR0843 (Sweet Heart Sprig), 
LR0844 (Open Heart Sprig), 
LR0855 (Tiny’s Butterfly 
1), Text stamps: CS1156 
(Dierengroetjes), Decoupage 
sheet: EWK1299 (Sensibility 
Circles), Snow paper-A4: 
CA3181 (glitter), Crafters 
cardboard: CA3115 (brown), 
Enamel dots: PL4520 
(snowflakes), Rhinestones: 
CA3155 (gold), CA3164 

(lilac), Shakables: LR0061 (Happy Rainbow), Shaker window: 
LR0064 (65 mm Ø)

Cut a 14 x 14 cm white single-fold card and four squares: plain 
pink design paper 13.5 x 13.5 cm, design paper 13 x 13 cm, 
white card 12 x 12 cm and green pattern design paper 11,5 x 
11,5 cm. Adhere together as per example given. 
Die cut the flower and use the round die of the same set to cut 
out the centre. Adhere the blister and add shaker material, but 
first remove the blue and purple parts. Cover the back with the 
picture (face down) and then adhere the flower to the card. 
Stamp the text. 
Die cut the butterfly from white glitter paper and complete the 
card with enamel dots.

Cut a 14 x 14 cm white single-fold card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm light 
blue design paper. Die cut the layout from design paper and 
adhere the picture behind. Adhere to the light blue square and 
then to the white card. Stamp the text in the top left corner. 
Die cut the flower wreaths from glitter paper and adhere. 
Die cut the butterflies from plain blue design paper and the 
bodies from black card. Apply glue to the bodies only, adhere 
them together and then position them on the card. Shape the 
wings as if they are about to fly away. 
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Die cut the painter’s easel from crafters cardboard and the 
canvas holder from white card and adhere. 
Die cut the flower 2x and use the round die of the same set to cut 
out the centre of one flower. Adhere the blister and add shaker 
material, but first remove the pink and yellow parts. Cover the 
back with the picture (face down). Adhere the flower together 
and place it on the easel. 
Die cut the butterfly and sprigs and adhere. Die cut a banner and 
stamp a text. 
Complete the card with rhinestones enamel dots.

Extra for this card: 
Stamp: TC0923 (Tiny’s Border 
– Paint Tubes), Distress ink: 
black soot, fired brick, milled 
lavender, peacock feathers, 
Colouring pencils

Lisanne Bakker 
mijnkaartenhobby.blogspot.com
 
Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink Versafine: black, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PK9188 (Over the 
Rainbow by Marleen), Card: white

Cut watercolor paper into a 13 x 8.5 cm rectangle. Colour in and 
stamp the card as per example given. 
Stamp the paint tubes and colour in with different colours of 
distress ink. Use colouring pencils to draw some accents. 
Adhere the card to 13.5 x 9 cm design paper and a 15 x 10.5 cm 
white single-fold card. 



Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1654 (Painter’s 
Easel), Creatables: LR0709 
(Picture Frames), LR0819 
(Tiny’s Allium), LR0851 
(Scalloped Borders), 
LR0855 (Tiny’s Butterfly 2), 
Collectables: COL1505 (Eline’s 
Bees), COL1509 (Bagtopper 
Bow by Marleen), Text stamps: 
CS1156 (Dierengroetjes), 
Decoupage sheet: EWK1285 
(Gorgeous Paintings), Crafters 

cardboard: CA3114 (black), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, 
double-sided: PB7066 (Eline’s Whitewash), Metallic paper-A4: 
CA3171 (gold), Rhinestones: CA3164 (lilac)

Cut a 12 x 16 cm white single-fold card and adhere 11.5 x 11.5 
cm plain purple and 11 x 15 pink design paper. 
Cut a 2.5 x 11.5 cm strip from design paper with planks. Die cut a 
1.5 x 11.5 cm white strip into a floor skirting board. 
Die cut the painter’s easel from black crafters cardboard and 
adhere to the card. Die cut a gold-coloured frame and layer the 
picture behind. Stamp the text. 
Emboss the butterfly on plain paper and cut out. Die cut a black 
butterfly and adhere the embossed wings behind. 
Die cut the flowers and sprigs and adhere all parts. 
Complete the card with rhinestones.


